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The registration 
Registration for courses can be done before the beginning of each semester. The dates and a Lime 
Survey link will be shared with students via email and through the department's website to apply your 
preferences. To know more about the subject, you can use LSF and choose beforehand to be prepared 
better at the time of registration for subjects. 

LSF 

Here you can create your own schedule, search for the classes, courses, and seminars available, and 
enroll in them. 

• Go to the LSF (Link right Button) 

• Click on Login with UniAccount and log in with your account 
(the same for the e-mail) 

• Change the Language (up of the page on the right corner) 

After login 

Go to LECTURES - Then Course Overview - Click on Spatial Planning - Then on MSc Raumplanung  

• You will find all the modules, information about the modules, timeslots, dates, and everything 
you need to know about the course (including information on the Prof and the Moodle link to get 
inside the course) -> There are intervals and phases where you can apply for seminars and 
courses, usually for max 25 participants. If you are too late and did not apply for any of them, 
you can write to the examination board and ask if there is a free spot and if you did not miss too 
many appointments (usually there is a max of 3 absences pro seminar) maybe you can still start 
with the course. Please do not write the professors directly! 

• If you add the course to your calendar/schedule you will find it on Schedules 

• Please note the language of instruction and apply to courses held in English only if you are part 
of the ‘Urban Transformation’ masters or with English as a medium of instruction as mentioned 
in the description of courses. There is also a separate tab for ‘Lectures held in English’ under 
the Spatial planning section 

IMPORTANT 

There are also German classes (but also a lot of other languages) available for international students 
and you won´t find them on LSF but on ZHB (see at the end of this document). Additionally, if you like to 
do sport, there is a huge variety of different sports available for free or very cheap with the Hochschul-
Sportkarte. 

  

Click here for LSF 

Click here 
for LSF 

https://www.tu-dortmund.de/en/employees/academic-teaching/lsf/?tabindex=1&cHash=1f3c6eee2ea940f178aeb26fd0992ce9
https://www.tu-dortmund.de/en/employees/academic-teaching/lsf/?tabindex=1&cHash=1f3c6eee2ea940f178aeb26fd0992ce9
https://www.tu-dortmund.de/en/employees/academic-teaching/lsf/?tabindex=1&cHash=1f3c6eee2ea940f178aeb26fd0992ce9
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TIPP 

Download the TU Dortmund Application on your phone, you will find your SEMESTERTICKET (all 
transportation means except ICE and ICE for the whole NRW!), and your schedule. It is important to 
note that the semester ticket may undergo changes because of the discussions between the council 
and student body. Please keep updated with the same through the university website. You can also 
look at the menu in all the canteens of the university, you can search for professors or people working 
at the university, receive all the news regarding the university, see your grades, credits once published, 
modules, and search for classes and location of the classes and much more. 
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in this case you can´t 
apply  because it is too 
late, but usually you 
apply for it, send the 
application and then 
receive an email when 
and if you are in  
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Sports at the University (Hochschulsport) 

Sports at the university with the sports card (20 euro per semester or for free) 

German and other languages classes 

• Please note that there are a lot of students that want to have language classes. The process of 
enrollment is first comes first served, and you get a place only if you are faster than the others. 
Usually, classes start before the semester and you need to look for the starting date and hour 
of the enrollment time slot and be very fast if you want to get a place and don´t become the last 
on the waiting list 

• Please note that each language and levels in languages may have special requirements like 
placement test, please go through the requirements carefully in the given link 

 

Click here for Hochschulsport 

Click here for 
registration 

Click here 
for ZHB 

Click here for the 
available courses 

https://hsp.tu-dortmund.de/en/
https://fs.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/en/language-courses/registration-info/
https://fs.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/en/language-courses/registration-info/
https://cms.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/fs2/Anmeldung/index_en.php
https://cms.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/fs2/Anmeldung/index_en.php
https://cms.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/fs2/Anmeldung/index_en.php#kurseAll
https://cms.zhb.tu-dortmund.de/fs2/Anmeldung/index_en.php#kurseAll
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